A new edition of a book that was “ahead of its time”

Should Inflation Be Less than Zero?

M

ost economists once believed that monetary policy should aim at achieving
full employment, but we
now know that holding unemployment
below its natural rate has dangerous consequences. Could it be that another supposed
economic ideal—zero inflation—is similarly
wrong-headed?
In his 1997 book Less Than Zero, Cato’s
George Selgin first made the case for allowing price levels to vary to reflect changes in
productivity. Now, a new edition of Less
Than Zero from the Cato Institute updates
this important and prescient argument for
2018.
In the introduction for this edition,
Scott Sumner of the Mercatus Center at
George Mason University makes the case
that Selgin’s book was “ahead of its time”

and that it is time to return to Selgin’s argument for a productivity norm, where prices
would rise or fall inversely to changes in
productivity.
Selgin himself, however, contends that
his idea is not entirely innovative; over the
course of his research, he found that similar
arguments have been made by other early
20th-century economists he admired.
“Eventually, it became clear to me that—far
from being novel—my understanding of
deflation had once been almost orthodox,
having been shared by prominent economists of many different schools of thought,
only to be flung aside in the wake of the
Keynesian revolution,” he writes. Two
decades after its first publication, the ideas
in Less Than Zero are no longer as radical as
they once were, as more economists are
arguing for nominal income targeting and

speculating about the possibility of “good”
deflation. With that new climate in mind,
this edition revisits these important and
thought-provoking ideas. n

What monetary policy can teach us 10 years after the crisis

Lessons from the Financial Crisis

N

ow that 10 years have passed
since the 2008 financial crisis,
what have we learned from
the Federal Reserve and other central banks’ unconventional monetary
policies in the years since? In Monetary Policy in an Uncertain World, Cato’s James A.
Dorn gathers together leading scholars and
former policymakers to evaluate the policies pursued in the aftermath of the crisis
and to offer ideas for how to move our
monetary policy toward a rules-based system that no longer relies on the politicized
whims of policymakers. “The so-called
knowledge problem—and the limits of
monetary policy—need to be widely recognized,” writes Dorn. “Policymakers err by

paying too much attention to short-term
remedies and too little attention to the
long-run consequences of current decisions.”
Contributors include Cato senior fellow Gerald P. O’Driscoll Jr. on why we
should rethink central banking, which he
argues is a relatively recent phenomenon;
former Federal Reserve governor Kevin
Warsh on how to evaluate priorities on the
path to normalization; Charles W.
Calomiris of Columbia University on a
variety of proposed reforms to the Fed’s
structure and operation; Stanford University professor of economics John B. Taylor
on how to implement a rules-based system;
and economist Judy Shelton of the Atlas

Network on the case for a new international monetary system. n

PURCHASE PRINT OR EBOOK COPIES OF LESS THAN ZERO AND MONETARY POLICY IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD AT CATO.ORG/STORE.
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